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[00:00:00] Kentse Radebe: [00:00:00] Welcome to the, Just for a Change Podcast, powered 
by the Bertha, the center for social innovaAon and entrepreneurship. First off, what you need 
to know about us is that thinking differently and innovaAvely about solving big social issues is 
what makes us Ack. We love offering new perspecAves on social innovaAon and social jus-
Ace. So we hope you'll be inspired to make a difference. And for you are we're changing the 
way we're changing the world.  

[00:00:32] Welcome to the, Just for a Change Podcast with me, your host Kentse Radebe. 
Investors around the world are reimagining how capital can be uAlized to have a posiAve im-
pact on the world. How you might wonder, through impact invesAng. 

[00:00:48] On today's episode, we're going to unpack how we can use impact invesAng to 
drive more capital into high social impact areas, such as health, educaAon, access to water 
and decent [00:01:00] housing. And this is in a context where millions of South Africans sAll 
struggled to meet their basic needs. This is parAcularly criAcal as we celebrate human rights 
day this month in South Africa, we're thinking about how we use impact invesAng as a vehi-
cle to bring social jusAce. 

[00:01:17] Our Bertha Center team are some of their family and friends with they think im-
pact invesAng needs. Let's hear what they had to say. 

[00:01:25]voice notes: [00:01:25] Impact invesAng is invesAng in a business that not only has 
a sustainable financial model, but also makes an impact in the environment and society 
around it. 

[00:01:38] I think impact invesAng is about invesAng in companies that not only want to 
make a profitable return, but also want to try and meet some, um, social or environmental 
need. 

[00:01:53]Kentse Radebe: [00:01:53] If there was any doubt of the coming age of the impact 
economy, 2020 provided a perfect vision. [00:02:00] The chaoAc year of 20 20 exposed, deep 
systemic vulnerabiliAes and the negaAve externaliAes associated with our current economic 
system, from the environment to how we organize labor government spending, and even 
how we value household labor. All of this magnified, the need for reimagining, how we use 
capital to address splintering, social and environmental dynamics across the globe. 

[00:02:25] In light of the expose fragility of the global economy near the peak of the first 
wave of the COVID 19 pandemic, Peter Bakker and John Elkington who, when leaders in the 
sustainability space highlighted the need to future-proof capitalism by carefully considering 
social and environmental issues in decision-making.  

[00:02:45] Investors have gradually been making the shi`. Well, almost a third of global as-
sets under management now have some sort of impacaul data or consideraAon for envi-
ronmental, social and governance concerns. There is a growing move towards deeper 



[00:03:00] intenAonality, measurability, and accountability of the impact of capital. Similarly 
impact invesAng mechanisms are increasingly being used to forge pathways of change that 
not only produce financial returns, but very importantly have impact. 

[00:03:14] It addresses the world's most pressing challenges in sectors, such as sustainable 
agriculture, renewable energy conservaAon, microfinance, and affordable and accessible ba-
sic services, including housing, healthcare, and educaAon. One of the driving forces behind 
this movement is the millennial generaAon who have shown a tendency to align their capital 
with their hearts impact investments. 

[00:03:38] According to the global impact invesAng network, our investments made with the 
intenAon to generate posiAve measurable social and environmental impact alongside a fi-
nancial return. At the Bertha Center, we believe we can create a world where impact invest-
ing has the power to catalyze and scale, social impact. Align public and private [00:04:00] 
stakeholder incenAves, and more effecAvely distribute capital across the philanthropic main-
stream and government spectrum. 

[00:04:07] You see, historically asset owners divided their capital into two buckets. The first 
being tradiAonal invesAng intended to maximize profits and the second philanthropic in-
vestments with the intenAon of achieving social good. Impact invesAng can then be de-
scribed as the range of investment opportuniAes that exist between tradiAonal invesAng and 
philanthropy. 

[00:04:30] In other words, if tradiAonal invesAng seeks financial returns, regardless of envi-
ronmental, social, or governance factors, And philanthropy, disregards financial returns in 
favor of social and environmental soluAons and impact invesAng falls on a spectrum in be-
tween these two worlds. There have been many breakthroughs in the design and implemen-
taAon of impact invesAng and in advancing social innovaAon from the early days of the 
Bertha Center's existence, the [00:05:00] innovaAve finance team has worked with social 
finance experts across the world and partnered with government enterprises and investors 
to research, incubate, and test promising innovaAve finance models and vehicles across 
Africa. 

[00:05:14] Some of their work, includes the development and use of innovaAve finance 
models to assist small to medium-sized social enterprises, to raise funds and get early stage 
financing. And that's what we'll be discussing on this episode. Looking at early stage research 
and fund development. While the early stage funding gap is anecdotally acknowledged, 
there has been licle research into the experience of early stage social enterprises, raising 
funding in South Africa. 

[00:05:43] Today I have the privilege of speaking to Zak Essa and Stephen McCallum to chat 
more about impact invesAng. Steven is my colleague and senior analyst here at the birth cen-
ter. He's passionate about advancing the impact investment market to see lives transformed 
and environment protected [00:06:00] through acAve involvement in the sustainable devel-
opment space and research ouaits. 

[00:06:04] Zack recently joined the innovaAve finance team as an innovaAve finance consul-
tant. Xact worked with Obama city, where he supported the development of entrepreneurs 
based in townships, across Cape town. I also met Zach last year when his team won the ECT 



leg of the Oxford Matha system compeAAon, where he's team was looking at the barriers, 
prevenAng women living in townships from scaling their businesses. 

[00:06:27] Zak, Stephen, welcome to the podcast. I hear that you're all the way in the East-
ern Cape. How's that going?  

[00:06:35] Zak Essa: [00:06:35] Yeah, it's been incredible. It's it's unbelievably beauAful. My 
Xhoza is embarrassing at best. Um, but I'm loving and learning every single day.  

[00:06:47] Kentse Radebe: [00:06:47] That's wonderful. Um, Steven you're in sea point, but 
he, this morning we were chajng about how you will go into a coffee shop and exploring 
what's happening in the city. So I'm really excited to be chajng with you [00:07:00] because 
as a fellow colleague, we haven't been in the same office together, but before we jumped 
straight into all the licle bits around impact invesAng, I really wanted to sort of take a step 
back and start at the beginning. Stephen, if you can impact for us, why should the average 
person care about impact invesAng? 

[00:07:16] What does it offer us? What is the potenAal that it has for our society?  

[00:07:21] Stephen McCallum: [00:07:21] So this is a quesAon I sort of actually had to deal 
with when I'm studying towards a degree in financial analysis, a number of years ago, and, 
you know, looking into we'll invest are tradiAonal investments, actually making an impact as 
well. 

[00:07:38] And the answer is yes, they are. Um, they are creaAng more jobs. You are invest-
ing in infrastructure, which improves our daily lives. But through impact invesAng this this 
more than we can do. Um, I think we all felt the, what, uh, uh, shi`ing social dynamic and do 
to our daily lives over the [00:08:00] last year and what environmental damage is doing 
across the globe. 

[00:08:06] And what, what impact invesAng does it allows us to align our capital with some 
of the purposes. And that go go beyond sort of just tradiAonal invesAng in infrastructure, but 
also to create social and environmental good. Um, and it's, so it's great to say that you're 
passionate about environmental preservaAon or doing social good, but what the quesAon I 
had to ask myself is, is my capital also doing that all my savings, my tax contribuAons, my 
reArement annuity. 

[00:08:39] is that sort of aligning with where my heart is around sort of making a difference. 
Um, and we are heading in that direcAon. We not, we, the market is growing, but impact 
invesAng does provide a way to align and to create an accountability, um, and integrity 
[00:09:00] behind investments to actually make a measurable difference. 

[00:09:04] And I'm personally, personally quite hopeful that in the future retail investors like 
yourself, and I will have the opportunity to do that more directly and through financing 
things like water and sanitaAon projects or affordable housing. We're not quite there in 
South Africa where we can necessarily invest directly like that. 

[00:09:25] Um, it's more the broader insAtuAonal players or your. Um, private equity players, 
your high net worth individuals, but I think we're going to get there. Um, so I'm excited for 
that Ame.  



[00:09:38] Kentse Radebe: [00:09:38] Stephen liked the fact that you emphasize the unique 
context that South Africa is operaAng in. And Zak, I want to bring you in a licle bit, and I want 
to focus on some of the work that you've done with entrepreneurs and the experiences that 
you've gleaned from that. Why do you think impact invesAng is so relevant for closing the 
funding gap here in South Africa?  

[00:09:58] Zak Essa: [00:09:58] So [00:10:00] Kentse I'm quite a relentless opAmist and I get 
caught up, I dunno, ... from my friends. Um, but I've worked with some inspiring and incredi-
ble entrepreneurs of the last few years from different socioeconomic backgrounds and dif-
ferent places. 

[00:10:15] And I've really been so inspired. Um, and, and I found myself being excited about 
closing two different funding gaps. Um, so on the one hand we live in. It's a developing coun-
try. And I always, um, when I speak to my friends, I, I speak about this imagined world. The 
world is not poverty and lower inequality and clean energy. 

[00:10:37] Um, and we have a lot of social issues we need to tackle with very limited money 
to do so. So government alone, isn't going to be able to help us reach that ideal very fast. 
And the social sector has this incredible role to play, but at the same Ame, Doesn't have 
enough capital to spur that growth. And so we're, I think impact invesAng is really exciAng, 
um, to close this funding gap for social [00:11:00] issues is by mobilizing business as a force 
of good, um, on the other hand and from direct experience with entrepreneurs, um, it's 
been incredible to see how small amounts of capital can go such a long way. 

[00:11:12] Um, I once worked with an entrepreneur in Philippi, he owned a fruit and veg. 
Um, fruit and veg business. And he was incredible at what he did source locally grown fruit 
and veg, but it was a very seasonal operaAon. And so his cashflow was really, really lumpy. 
And for that reason, he was completely neglected by commercial lenders and by by non fi-
nancial insAtuAons, banks. That's the second way I see impact invesAng, being very exciAng 
is to close the financing gap for early stage businesses and social enterprises. Uh, impact, 
invesAng can provide capital using alternaAve and innovaAve financing mechanisms that can 
help small businesses unlock the capital they need to help us as a country sAmulate inclusive 
economic growthcreate decent jobs and reduce poverty.. 

[00:12:00] [00:12:00] Kentse Radebe: [00:12:00] So, Zach and Steve, you've both painted a 
picture of what the context looks like in South Africa. And Zak, I understand that you've been 
working on an early stage research report. What have you discovered to be the overarching 
challenges that are facing social enterprises, parAcularly those in their early stage. 

[00:12:20] Zak Essa: [00:12:20] That's a great quesAon Kentse. And I remember last year 
when, when we presented the map, the system. Challenge to you about why women owned 
businesses fail, um, realize that problems are so complicated and intertwined. And I wish I 
could point to one specific problem and challenge because I'll make it really easy to solve as 
well. 

[00:12:39] But, uh, we spent the last few months interviewing about 162 social enterprises 
across South Africa. And there were a lot of challenges, both from the entrepreneur side and 
the funder side. So from the entrepreneurial side, there's both inflammaAon and systemic 
barriers that prevent people from raising funding. 



[00:12:58] Uh, social entrepreneurs are unsure [00:13:00] who to raise money from where to 
raise it, what the best instrument is or how to reach funders. And it's also true that there are 
some systemic barriers as well. A black social entrepreneurs tend to raise a lot less than their 
white counterparts as well as women. And those who are less educated, struggled to raise as 
much money as they need, um, to, to grow there. It businesses. 

[00:13:24] Social entrepreneurs specifically. And like I menAoned earlier are also more likely 
to have lumpy or uncertain cash flows, which is frowned upon by tradiAonal lenders. Um, 
and then from the supply side, there's simply a lack of capital because of the risk seen at an 
early stage. So private sector funds rarely invest at an early stage because they can't see a 
clear path to exiAng the investment and the transacAon then due diligence costs o`en make 
it hard to achieve the required rates of return. So there's challenges across the enAre system.  

[00:13:57] Kentse Radebe: [00:13:57] Thanks Zach, for laying out what those [00:14:00] chal-
lenges are. And Stephen, I want to bring you back into the conversaAon because the innova-
Ave finance team is Bertha Center has been looking at ways to assist social enterprises, to 
overcome some of these barriers. Can you unpack what some of that work is?  

[00:14:13] Stephen McCallum: [00:14:13] Great. Thanks Kentse. Yes. Um, we've been work-
ing at these issues for the last seven years or so. Um, and one of our, our main goals is to be 
at the forefront of overcoming blockages in the social finance ecosystem and with the ulA-
mate goal of driving more capital towards social and environmental .... 

[00:14:33] And as Zak menAoned, there's lots of issues within our smaller businesses and 
raising finances, especially social entrepreneurs. So just to highlight a couple of our iniAaAves 
that we've been busy with, the first one would be the Green Outcomes Fund, which was 
launched in 2020, the beginning of 2020. 

[00:14:53] And it looks to incenAvize local South African fund managers to increase invest-
ments [00:15:00] into green SMEs by paying for outcomes such as green job creaAon, climate 
miAgaAon and improved water or, or waste management. Uh, it, it also creates a demand, 
uh, for verified green outcomes, but at the same Ame, builds the impact invesAng market in 
South Africa and creates this common base um, and understanding around a new sort of 
model and it can be used to essenAally funnel more finance towards, uh, the green economy.  

[00:15:32] Another one that we we've been involved with, uh, actually for the last five years 
with, um, some private donors and the SAB foundaAon is the Student Seed Fund. And, and 
what we've done is design and implement a social enterprise seed fund, which is open to 
both current and alumni of, of UCT. 

[00:15:51] And it has two sort of strategic benefits. Uh, the first one, it allows students to 
raise seed funding for some [00:16:00] impacaul ideas that are actually o`en being incubat-
ed within the university's entrepreneurship program. Um, and the second one would be that 
it also allows students and aspiring impact investors to gain experience in the impact invest-
ing market, uh, by being part of the management of the fund. 

[00:16:19] As Zak actually also just menAoned some of the early, early research that we've 
been doing  



[00:16:23] into, um, early stage social entrepreneurs. And we want to use that to build a ear-
ly stage high impact fund. And essenAally what we want to look into doing is how can we use 
blended finance and innovaAve finance at which we might touch on a bit later to bridge the 
funding gap for social enterprises? 

[00:16:45] Um, beyond that we also want to look at at how do we democraAze the decision-
making process? How do we, how do we change some of the power dynamics owning tradi-
Aonal type invesAng? So how can we bring the social entrepreneurs voice [00:17:00] into 
designing the fund? How can we bring their voice, um, into the decision-making process 
around it, possibly by involving them on the advisory commicee or investment commicee. 

[00:17:12] And then we also want to look into what does lean sort of impact measurement 
and management, uh, do for a fund like this, and can we actually integrate the user voice, 
the end user? So the people that we are really trying to impact do they have a voice in, in 
this whole process? Um, so those are just some of the consideraAons we have top of mind at 
the moment, um, in this, in this very new project that we're looking to undertake. 

[00:17:39] Kentse Radebe: [00:17:39] So Steven, I imagine that a lot of this, as you men-
Aoned, is focusing on some of the context and what's happening here in South Africa, but we 
do know that so Africa, isn't the only node where social enterprises are developing and 
growing and flourishing. But we do know that currently the largest market in Africa for im-
pact invesAng is here in South Africa. What [00:18:00] makes South Africa so unique? And 
what prospects does that hold for the rest of the conAnent? 

[00:18:05]Stephen McCallum: [00:18:05] So South Africa is an interesAng place for impact 
investors because it has this advanced financial system and it has role players across the im-
pact invesAng process to help facilitate effecAve investment. 

[00:18:21] But at the same Ame, it has a host of social and environmental problems. Those 
those broad categories, that and systemic issues that, that Zak talk around around inequality 
and poverty, um, are illuminated every day in, in our South African news. Um, and they need 
to be tackled. So it creates a nice blend for impact investors, where they can actually die, uh, 
disperse, good amounts of capital through an advance financial system and address some 
really pressing needs. 

[00:18:56] Um, so this helped draw impact investors into the country [00:19:00] from precy 
early on in the impact invesAng sort of journey. Um, but having said this, the Zambian and 
Kenyan and Ghanian  sort of impact invesAng markets are really grind well, and this all really 
bodes well. Uh, when we look into developing African soluAons for African problems,  

[00:19:18] Kentse Radebe: [00:19:18] Zak I want to bring you in a licle bit here and pick up 
on the thread that Steve was speaking about around some of the size of some of these im-
pact deals. And I want to find out from the research that you've been doing, what is the av-
erage size of an impact deal?  

[00:19:31] Zak Essa: [00:19:31] So like Steve menAoned earlier, the ecosystem for impact 
invesAng in Sub-Saharan Africa has been growing and quite rapidly. And South Africa is the 
largest a player in that it's really hard to, to pinpoint an average deal size. But what we do 
know is that less than 2% of capital as going as gone to investments with Acket sizes under 



15 million rand. So this creates a bit of a problem. There's an under supply for capital for ear-
ly [00:20:00] stage social enterprises, which makes it difficult to create invesAble larger deals. 

[00:20:06] It's almost like we were in a valley and on the one side we have all our cars and 
the other side, we have all our. All our petrol and we just don't have a bridge to get the car to 
the other side. And so, as a consequence, we have a lot of money chasing very few deals at a 
late stage and many enterprises that are stuck in the growth at an early stage. 

[00:20:26] Kentse Radebe: [00:20:26] Thanks for, for that analogy. I think it's very useful in 
sort of painAng a clearer picture of what's happening in this context. And, and Steven, I want 
to bring you back in here as well around. Earlier you were speaking about the work the 
birther center is doing, but what else can we do to make finance more accessible to the 
smaller players? 

[00:20:44] Stephen McCallum: [00:20:44] So that's where this term innovaAve finance in 
that we've been throwing around can, can actually play a role and maybe just to pause there 
and sort of differenAate or, um, give a becer understanding of, of impact invesAng and 
[00:21:00] innovaAve finance and where, where they come together. Impact invesAng holds 
a lot of potenAal to change the way that finance is allocated. 

[00:21:09] Um, because it plays between that tradiAonal finance, um, side of the spectrum 
and the philanthropy side of the spectrum. However, the market within that space o`en 
doesn't have all the tools that they need. And that's where innovaAve finance comes in. So 
innovaAve financing is an approach to finding a enterprises or intervenAons that are really 
creaAng posiAve social and environmental impact. 

[00:21:39] So that's sounds precy similar to what impact invesAng does, but here's the dif-
ference. It looks at all the available financial and philanthropic tools to support that growth of 
those enterprises or intervenAons. And when the right tools don't exist or actually even 
work, it creates new ones. And that's where we can really play a role within our team 
[00:22:00] and where we're looking to build the market. 

[00:22:03] Kentse Radebe: [00:22:03] So, Steven, perhaps just to make it a licle bit more 
clearer, can you give us an example of an innovaAve finance model?  

[00:22:10] Stephen McCallum: [00:22:10] Sure. Um, without gejng into all the technical 
structuring behind an example of a deal, I think a good example, um, of an innovaAve solu-
Aon to vehicle finance could provide some insight into why and how, uh, we, we look into 
innovaAve financing. 

[00:22:28] So in 2018, Jumo and Uber partner to provide the driver partners with vehicle 
finance and they created a unique digital vehicle financing product that actually eases the 
barriers to car ownership for exisAng Uber drivers. So what they found was that it was quite 
difficult for Uber drivers to finance their own vehicles when they were renAng, um, because 
they had to build up enough disposable income and build a strong credit record to finance 
their own car, maybe through [00:23:00] tradiAonal means. Which means I actually had to do 
drive a lot. And a issue around that is what happens if they fall sick or had family issues, 
then, you know, then there's the potenAal to actually fall behind on payments, which, which 
are major barriers around that. 



[00:23:15] So Juma and Uber created the soluAon that uses behavioral pacerns and data 
predicAon to facilitate a credit scoring based on the data that Google already had on their 
drivers. They then use this to create flexible payment terms and they added other things like 
maintenance plans as well. Um. So essenAally it's a pay as you drive soluAon. 

[00:23:39] Uh, what we would in, in more technical terms in the innovaAve finance space, 
probably call it revenue based finance. Um, but it ensures that the Uber drivers were in con-
trol of their financial health. Um, because instead of paying the fixed monthly rate, um, they 
could pay a percentage of the, their rides towards, uh, paying off their [00:24:00] cars. 

[00:24:00] And then they actually determine how quickly they pay off their car, um, by their 
driving capacity. So if they fall sick, they don't have to worry about gejng behind on the 
payments because that percentage will only will only be taken off the, the rides that they do.  

[00:24:17] Kentse Radebe: [00:24:17] Thanks, Steve. And I'm guessing that that model would 
be context specific. And I think this speaks to some of the early examples that you were also 
sharing around some of the work that Bertha Center's doing, but also the fact that innova-
Ave finance offers us the flexibility to try out different things in different places.  

[00:24:35] Stephen McCallum: [00:24:35] So context is really important when looking at 
these sort of deals and especially trying to test them and. What we've seen through our 
work. What we've specifically been doing is tesAng them in our local market, in the South 
African market, in a space that we know, um, and then looking to use knowledge develop-
ments from those to, to scale to a broader region. Um, but also knowing [00:25:00] who we 
trying to actually assist with it through from the capital provision side or the supply side. 

[00:25:05] And the demand side is. Is really important and the flexibility to actually develop a 
soluAon that that is innovaAve and, and can drive context-specific, um, soluAons to the, to 
the issues, uh, to the risks or barriers is, is really important and a great part of, of the innova-
Ave financing work that we're doing as well. 

[00:25:28] Kentse Radebe: [00:25:28] So Steven and I just, we reaching the end of the pod-
cast and I want to come back to something you said a licle bit earlier around solving, you 
know, African problems with African soluAons. And following that thread, I want to go back a 
licle bit to the 2008 financial crisis. And since then, and even before then, actually. 

[00:25:45] A lot of acAvists and advocates have been called for a complete overhaul of capi-
talism, parAcularly here on the conAnent, in terms of thinking about some of the negaAve 
externaliAes associated with our current economic system. But your work in the innovaAve 
finance space [00:26:00] is certainly unique in the sense that you're working within the sys-
tem. What would your response be to those criAcs?  

[00:26:06] Stephen McCallum: [00:26:06] Hmm, we might need a whole other podcast 
episode to unpack that quesAon. Um, but without diving too deeply into a contenAous de-
bate between capitalism and socialism, I'd say it's important to, to work within the system, 
to, to overhaul the barriers that can drive a form of more conscious capitalism. 

[00:26:30] So, if we can remove the barriers that are prevenAng the disbursement of capital 
towards social and environmental, um, good and emerging evidence is showing that you 



don't necessarily have to sacrifice returns to, to invest with consideraAons beyond the bot-
tom line. It makes a very strong case, uh, to move capital towards those impact align projects. 

[00:26:54] So I also believe that the financial industry is, is actually facing and feeling the 
pressure to [00:27:00] integrate concerns into the decision-making, uh, beyond bocom line, 
but they also need the correct structures and vehicles to disperse capital into. So we work 
within the system as a marketable that that research has tastes and collaborates to inspire 
systems change by overcoming blockages. So once those free up, it's easier to moAvate to a 
shi`ing philosophy 

[00:27:28] Kentse Radebe: [00:27:28] In closing, I'd like both of you to reflect on what would 
you want people to take away as one of the most fundamental important aspects in under-
standing impact invesAng and the value that it brings. And I'll start with you, Zak.  

[00:27:42] Zak Essa: [00:27:42] Sure. So  

[00:27:44] my undergraduate degree was in economics and finance, and I never knew what 
impact investment was unAl a`er I graduated. Um, and so I think my one big takeaway for 
everyone, um, that I wish I had [00:28:00] was just knowing that the space exists. I think too 
o`en, there's falocy that finance exists to make profit and. I think that the Ade is changing 
quite a lot, not just in terms of conscious capitalism and conscious consumpAon, et cetera, et 
cetera, but business purely as a force of good. 

[00:28:21] Kentse Radebe: [00:28:21] Thanks Zak. Um, Steven,  

[00:28:25] Stephen McCallum: [00:28:25] A growing movement around this and the space is 
growing quite quickly and it, what really excites me is that there's. Um, a grind space where 
we take accountability for where we actually are using and deploying our capital. There's an 
intenAon there, the T behind, behind that in creaAng social environmental good. And there's 
a mission ability that loops that back, um, towards an integrity behind what we are actually 
trying to achieve. Um, I think we're, I'm really excited as well. Is that a potenAal [00:29:00] 
move towards not just these reflecAve evaluaAons, uh, perhaps of how much impact we 
made, but looking towards a space in, in managing for impact to creaAng as much impact as 
possible. 

[00:29:16] And, um, what Zak said also just really excites me about, um, there's an increasing 
movement around, uh, the upcoming generaAons, the millennials and gen X who are starAng 
to, uh, receive and move the money that aligns with some of the values. And I think that's 
going to grow the space even more with the big wealth transfer that will occur within the 
next 30 years or so. 

[00:29:41] Um, and just. Just also poinAng out again that how, if we speak in about, um, 
aligning our values and our capital, are we doing that already and how we built in the system 
and with the money that we do have in our hands, right now.,  

[00:29:56] Kentse Radebe: [00:29:56] Zak Steven, you've both been wonderful. Thank you 
for joining us on the [00:30:00] podcast. 

[00:30:01] Stephen McCallum: [00:30:01] Thanks so much.  

[00:30:02] Zak Essa: [00:30:02] Thanks so much for having us.  



[00:30:05] Kentse Radebe: [00:30:05] COVID-19 forced many small businesses to close their 
doors. However, for some businesses, this provided the opportunity to pivot in ways they 
had never expected. And now next up is the posiAve outlook segment with Simnikiwe Xanga.   

[00:30:22] Simnikiwe Xanga : [00:30:22] Today  we talked to SebasAan Daniels from ground 
culture and online marketplace and organizaAon that believes in supporAng small scale en-
trepreneurs. 

[00:30:31] That are passionate about making a difference in their communiAes. Ground cul-
ture was founded in early 2018 as a plaaorm to develop and grow support for entrepreneurs 
in and around Cape town. They believe that by supporAng local business, you help grow the 
economy and aid in the creaAon of jobs and entrepreneurial development. 

[00:30:54] They believe in bringing community back. And that's why they relentlessly fo-
cused on [00:31:00] becoming the go-to online store for home delivery. Everything they sell 
is made by local environmentally conscious entrepreneurs, wanAng to make a difference in 
their communiAes. Welcome SebasAan. We excited to have you on the, just for a change 
podcast today. 

[00:31:19] Sebas>an Daniels: [00:31:19] Well, thank you so much for having me. I'm so hap-
py to be here.  

[00:31:23] Simnikiwe Xanga : [00:31:23] Great. So to kick start our conversaAon. And know 
many people wouldn't want to go back to 2020, but in your case, let's just rewind to the start 
of 2020. What are you doing and how was your social enterprise?  

[00:31:38] Sebas>an Daniels: [00:31:38] I was doing all right. Uh, kind of both over the two 
years prior and really just on a, on a scalable bootstrap model where I was just trying to fig-
ure out what is the bare minimum I can do with that funding to grow. 

[00:31:52] Um, and I built up about a database of 75 coffee shops that are buying about six 
to seven different products that I'd source from [00:32:00] Khayelitsha and other local entre-
preneurs. In South Africa, I was really building a cool ecosystem. Uh, between the 75 local 
independent coffee shops and the six or seven suppliers that it was working with. So things 
were going great.  

[00:32:12] Simnikiwe Xanga : [00:32:12] You were a recipient of the student seed fund. How 
did that impact you and your growth?  

[00:32:18] Sebas>an Daniels: [00:32:18] I, I was a recipients and it was an absolutely amaz-
ing honor to, to be a recipient, but I actually had received at about nine months prior. Um, 
two just before COVID and I had been waiAng for an opportunity to use it in something, um, 
becer, really wanted to throw it all my weight behind. 

[00:32:39] Uh, so yeah, I had only used, I think, about 20,000 to help build a honey business 
in Khayelitsha. And that needed capital just for working capital management to buy honey. 
So we could bocle it and sell it to the 75 coffee shops.  

[00:32:54] Simnikiwe Xanga : [00:32:54] You menAoned something interesAng about work-
ing with entrepreneurs in Khayelitsha. Uh, I'm sure this [00:33:00] must have been impacted 



when COVID struck. So could you tell us, could you share with us what went through your 
mind when COVID happened last year?  

[00:33:07] Sebas>an Daniels: [00:33:07] Uh, I mean, COVID is such a wild experience. I don't 
think anyone could have predicted such a crazy event. I think when it first struck, we thought 
this was going to be maybe a month or two months long process. So my immediate reacAon 
was I need to shi` stock. I need to get rid of all stuff that I'm sijng on. Um, so I can last this 
process. So. I knew a lot of my coffee shops are going to close. And about 75 of them did 
immediately, as co as a lockdown was announced. And the three days prior to lock down, I 
put together a licle WhatsApp menu, which had all these small businesses that I was work-
ing with and a few extras. 

[00:33:46] And I try to just shi` as much product as I could. And in those three days prior to 
lockdown, I did 23 sales. Um, In those three days, and these are my first sales direct to con-
sumer. But before I'd [00:34:00] been doing business to business sales, where I would supply 
coffee shops now selling directly to consumers, and this got me thinking, Hmm, I can make 
23 sales in three days. Why don't I upscale my products massively work with a lot more en-
trepreneurs, put my margins up and sell directly to the consumer. And this is when the seed 
fund really kicked in. And, and I started kind of exploring this online store kind of model.  

[00:34:24] Simnikiwe Xanga : [00:34:24] SebasAan. I really liked your outlook on being flexi-
ble. And you've indicated that during these trying Ames of COVID, you've been able to pivot 
and look at ways of how to take businesses online. And you've menAoned a few businesses 
from Khayelitsha. Could you share with us as an impact enterprise? What is the impact of 
your business?  

[00:34:46] Sebas>an Daniels: [00:34:46] Yeah, I think that's kind of an interesAng angle be-
cause impact is one part and an impact is something that we like to. Not looking at it from a 
one-sided lens. I think the township best entrepreneurs and the khayelitsha based entre-
prenuers [00:35:00] that I work with and that we work with is ground culture, impact us 
equally as we impact them. So, as you were going into lockdown, we kind of realized there's 
a big need for township basis entrepreneurs, especially now to reach the formal sector. 

[00:35:14] So what we really do is we stand, we work alongside entrepreneurs, you help de-
velop their businesses. They brand to be more formalized, to be more. Facing to kind of for-
mal consumers that want to see a ingredients. They want to see a licle story. They want to 
see a proper label. They want to see glass packaging. 

[00:35:32] We assist the entrepreneurs in moving their brands away from that. And then fol-
lowing that we market their products, using the amazing stories that these entrepreneurs 
have. And that's what I said, that the impact is, is both sides because us has grown Ground 
Culture. We gain a lot from working with these entrepreneurs because of their amazing sto-
ries. 

[00:35:50] Um, but at the same Ame, but entrepreneurs gain a lot because we as Ground 
Culture have a network and we have an audience that we really market the products to. 
[00:36:00] So it's really a mulAfaceted impact side where we really. We want to ensure that 
both sides are gaining from this. And it's not a kind of hand on it's actually both parAes are 
gaining because if we can do that, that's how we can achieve scalable growth and impact at 
the same Ame. 



[00:36:15] Simnikiwe Xanga : [00:36:15] Hmm, indeed. I like what you shared. Um, Sebast-
ian, because it indicates that spirit of ubuntu. I mean, many of us are products of spaza shops 
and many of our parents are entrepreneurs. And especially you see spaza shops around in, 
in, in townships. And you're inspired by the work that goes into that. On that note, I actually 
wanted to ask, what are some of the barriers you faced when raising early stage financing? 

[00:36:45] Sebas>an Daniels: [00:36:45] Uh, well, I, I think the barriers are, is as high as you 
put them at. I was head of the entrepreneur society UCT, um, for year. And I found it really 
interesAng because I would host lots of pitching events and we host lots [00:37:00] of like, 
kind of. Um, networking events and funding events and nude always get the same quesAons, 
which is w which are generally kind of privileged entrepreneurs, students that want to be 
entrepreneurs. 

[00:37:10] And they're always, the first quesAon would be, how do I keep my ideas safe? And 
secondly, how do I, how do I get funding? I always got really annoyed by those two quesAons 
because firstly, you can't keep your ideas safe. Cause he always does as good as its execuAon. 
And that's really where the bacle comes in. 

[00:37:26] And number two is that funding is like something that comes much later in the 
development of your business. Um, so what we really focused on at the start is, is when I 
was trying to work on Trump mirrors. I realized that township based entrepreneurs is a lack 
of, uh, immediate capital is the lack of access to capital. 

[00:37:46] And this really limits the growth of township based entrepreneurs. So what I real-
ized is that I could not build just a, um, kind of inventory or database of just township based 
products, because that would [00:38:00] leave me incredibly cash strapped because I'd have 
to pay cash up front. And I wasn't even sure the concept is going to work. 

[00:38:06] So what I did is I started working with kind of privileged entrepreneurs from the 
suburbs and from Cape town that, uh, had started business because they're passionate and 
sort of business because they wanted to, to share something of their own with the world. 
And I would buy their products on terms o`en two month terms, I'd buy their products at 
move, push their products into formal sector, as fast as I could. 

[00:38:28] And then I would use that cash flow to pay the township based entreprenuers 
upfront. So you kind of have a blended model between using privileges from an the former 
sector guys that can afford to actually give you products on terms, not consignments almost. 
And then combine that with entrepreneurs that have amazing stories from Khayelitsha that 
really sell. 

[00:38:47] And these are, these are best sellers at the township based entrepreneurs, but 
doing that, we didn't actually need to get funding for the first year because we'd kind of mix 
the two together, which would give us about a month of leeway [00:39:00] just to push 
products and keep cycling it over and over. And then addiAonally entering grants kind of 
compeAAons like the SAB InnovaAon Fund, which, which are the Student Seed Fund, which 
ready then helps scale up the business and put the infrastructure in place to conAnue mak-
ing impact. 

[00:39:16] Simnikiwe Xanga : [00:39:16] That strikes me in, in how I've been listening to you 
is how you've been able to build those relaAonships and how you've been good at it. Be-



cause most of the Ame, the gap is where we need to connect people. And it looks like from 
what you're saying, and also what I've seen on your website is that you've been able to cre-
ate this bridge and connect people that wouldn't have necessarily, uh, crossed paths because 
on your online plaaorm, you're able to bring in these entrepreneurs from communiAes like 
Khayelitsha like Siki's coffee, as well as Ubusi, sea, and the Spinach King, as well as I'm shar-
ing a space with Culture Lab who [00:40:00] produce kombucha drinks and many others that 
are on this plaaorm and taking into account that we've been put back because of COVID and 
I've been able to access resources or access, uh, good quality products. So on that notes, 
what would be one piece of advice you'd give to a fellow entrepreneur who is feeling the 
pressure of surviving right now?  

[00:40:30] Sebas>an Daniels: [00:40:30] I think the biggest piece of advice. And it's a piece 
of advice that I have to keep telling myself is just keep surviving because we don't know 
when thing is going to come to an end, but if you can just weather the storm and you can 
keep surviving unAl the end of this and keep laying foundaAons, I think that's the most im-
portant thing is to just keep pujng foundaAons in place. 

[00:40:51] So if you fall, if you fail, you only falling to the level of your foundaAon, you're not 
falling all the way back to the ground. So I would not advise [00:41:00] shooAng for the stars 
right now. I think it's going to be a very hard Ame. We've sAll got hard Ames to come, but I 
want to advise is making small, successful growth where you're, you're creaAng a foundaAon 
in everything you do. 

[00:41:12] You're not, you're not just taking every deal that comes you picking opportuniAtes 
that directly pull back to your core business and you're allowing yourself to develop and 
grow and develop a strong business at, through these difficult Ames. These COVID Ames. 
That when COVID does come to an end, because it will come to him, you are then able to 
shoot for the stars, shoot for the stars, but from an incredibly strong base, from a foundaAon 
that you really can scale from. 

[00:41:42] Simnikiwe Xanga : [00:41:42] So inspired by your approach. Clearly you've had 
fun and you've had challenges, but the aim is to keep trying and keep building those rela-
Aonships. And also in the process, keep finding ways of how to change the world and have 
an impact, um, [00:42:00] really, really inspiring and to keep it local. Uh, exposing some of 
the local produce is what I've seen, uh, doing. And you showing your passion through how 
you talk about the ventures that you've been through. So thank you for your Ame.  

[00:42:14] Kentse Radebe: [00:42:14] That is a lot of food for thought, impact invesAng, cer-
tainly challenges. The long held views that social and environmental issues should be ad-
dressed only by philanthropic donaAons and that market investments should focus exclusive-
ly on achieving financial returns. 

[00:42:30] This is parAcularly important as we grapple in a post pandemic world about how 
we can build a different society, where we center regeneraAve economies and sustainability. 
This is work that has never been done before. And we're looking forward to hearing more 
about this and other innovaAve finance models. 

[00:42:48] When we follow up with the innovaAve finance later this year. Thank you for tun-
ing in to, Just for a Change powered by the Bertha center for social innovaAon and [00:43:00] 
entrepreneurship. The podcast where we offer new perspecAves and social innovaAon and 



social jusAce. If you're curious about solving social issues in your community, or believe we 
can make a posiAve, tangible difference in the world, then make sure you subscribe so that 
you don't miss any of our upcoming episodes. 

[00:43:17] Also remember to have a look at the show notes, if you're interested in finding 
out more about the Bertha Center for Social InnovaAon, Entrepreneurship.


